A hallmark assumption of traditional approaches to disease modelling is that individuals within a given population mix uniformly and at random. However, this assumption does not always hold true; contact heterogeneity or preferential associations can have a substantial impact on the duration, size, and dynamics of epidemics. Contact heterogeneity has been readily adopted in epidemiological studies of humans, but has been less studied in wildlife. While contact network studies are becoming more common for wildlife, their methodologies, fundamental assumptions, host species, and parasites vary widely. The goal of this article is to review how contact networks have been used to study macroand microparasite transmission in wildlife. The review will: (i) explain why contact heterogeneity is relevant for wildlife populations; (ii) explore theoretical and applied questions that contact networks have been used to answer; (iii) give an overview of unresolved methodological issues; and (iv) suggest improvements and future directions for contact network studies in wildlife.
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I. INTRODUCTION (1) Why model parasite transmission in wildlife?
Wildlife diseases pose substantial challenges to species conservation, maintenance of biodiversity, ecosystem stability, livestock welfare, and public health (Daszak, Cunningham & Hyatt, 2000; Lloyd-Smith et al., 2009; Restif et al., 2012) , but the impacts of wildlife disease in these different areas give rise to competing priorities and ethical dilemmas when monitoring, preventing outbreaks, and deciding on interventions (McCallum & Hocking, 2005) . For instance, culling of wildlife is often the default management strategy for a wildlife-derived pathogen that spills over to livestock, but this strategy must be re-examined if the wildlife species in question is of conservation concern. Culling can also disrupt contact patterns in ways that are counterproductive to reducing disease prevalence (McDonald et al., 2008) . Moreover, treating species of conservation concern can be controversial in of itself -especially when handling affects survival rates (McCallum & Hocking, 2005) . Limited resources, funding, and logistical challenges are also likely to constrain the number and type of interventions that can be implemented.
Modelling provides an ethical and economical way to test hypotheses about which factors are most influential in the spread of the parasites and which interventions might prove most effective (Lloyd-Smith et al., 2009) . Combined with the fact that collecting disease data can be especially difficult in wildlife systems, scientists, policy-makers, and managers should prioritize a model-informed management and data-collection approach (Restif et al., 2012) .
(2) Assumptions of traditional approaches to disease modelling
Disease models can further two, sometimes incompatible, objectives: (i) to deepen our understanding of the mechanisms of disease dynamics, and (ii) to offer accurate or precise predictions of future epidemics or the impact of interventions (Keeling & Rohani, 2008) . Levins (1966) framed this conflict more broadly, arguing that modelling the natural world will always involve irrevocable trade-offs between precision, generality, and realism -that is, it is possible to achieve two of the three qualities, but always at the expense of the third. Anderson & May (1979) popularized compartmental models in epidemiology, which arguably sacrifice realism, especially when making assumptions about how individuals come into contact with one another. In the tradition of particle physics, these compartmental or mass-action models assume that individuals mix like molecules in an ideal gas -with random mixing and no difference in contact frequency or duration between individuals (McCallum, Barlow & Hone, 2001 ). Thus, compartmental models are general and can give precise results, but they may not realistically incorporate the fundamental contact patterns of a population if non-random mixing occurs (Meyers, 2007) . Here, the goal is not to undermine the utility of compartmental models in providing new ideas and inferences in epidemiology, but rather to think critically about situations where a more accurate portrayal of contact duration and frequency can improve our predictions and understanding of disease models -essentially to be able to discern when averaging across a population is no longer 'good enough'. The traditional compartmental model is the SIR (susceptible-infectious-removed) model (Kermack & McKendrick, 1927; Anderson & May, 1991) . Here individuals exist in any one compartment as defined by their disease status. 'Susceptible' individuals (S) become 'infected' (I ) based on the transmission parameter (β) and 'removed' (R, through death or recovery with immunity) at rate γ . Transmission is most commonly modelled as either density or frequencydependent. When contact rate increases with the density of individuals in a population, density-dependent transmission applies (Equations 1-3). Generally, animal and plant systems are modelled as density-dependent (Keeling & Rohani, 2008) . 
When the number of contacts scales independently of population size (N ), a system exhibits frequency-dependent transmission (Equations 4-6).
The transmission parameter (β or β ) is defined as the product of the contact rate and the conditional probability of transmission given contact or transmission efficiency, but depending on the form of the transmission function will have different dimensions (Begon et al., 2002) . For frequency-dependent transmission, the contact rate component of the transmission parameter (β ) remains constant (Begon et al., 2002) . However, both these forms of global transmission are functionally equivalent for a population of constant size and occupying a constant area (Turner, Begon & Bowers, 2003; Ferrari et al., 2011) .
It is important to note that these compartmental models describe transmission globally (i.e. within a population) for what is fundamentally a local process (i.e. between individuals) (Turner et al., 2003; Ferrari et al., 2011) . Thus it is perhaps not surprising that observed epidemics often exhibit a range of transmission functions rather than being strictly density or frequency dependent (Ferrari et al., 2011) . To account for this, other forms of transmission functions have been proposed, but density-and frequency-dependent transmission functions still predominate in the literature (Ferrari et al., 2011) .
In some instances, density-dependent transmission has been assumed to be the same as random, homogeneous mixing, while frequency-dependent transmission has been equated correspondingly with some form of heterogeneity (Begon et al., 2002; Ferrari et al., 2011) . In fact, Begon et al. (2002) , argue that contact structure operates on an axis independent from that of the transmission function, such that a frequency-dependent system could have heterogeneity in local contact structure, but would appear homogeneous at a global level. Recent work suggests that observed 'intermediate' transmission may result from a transition from density-dependent transmission at low densities to frequency-dependent transmission at high densities (Davis et al., 2015) . In much of the discussion that follows in Section II, we will invoke the assumptions and limitations of density-dependent transmission, as this form is commonly used when modelling wildlife diseases. Nevertheless, the nomenclature and choice of the transmission function are still controversial and for readers looking for greater detail on the issue we recommend McCallum et al. (2001) and Begon et al. (2002) .
(3) What are contact networks?
Regardless of the form of the transmission function, deriving accurate predictions of the transmission parameter, β, is challenging, especially in free-living wildlife systems (Caley & Ramsey, 2001; McCallum et al., 2001) . In reality, non-random association patterns that affect the contact rate component of β are common in humans, livestock, and wildlife (Mossong et al., 2008; Martínez-López, Perez & Sánchez-Vizcaíno, 2009; Craft & Caillaud, 2011) . Contact network models expand the relevance of compartmental models by incorporating these heterogeneous interactions. Contact networks represent possible transmission pathways through the population of interest. In these networks, nodes represent individuals or groups, while edges represent a connection or contact between nodes. For readers less familiar with network terminology, key network terms are italicized upon their first use and defined in the Appendix. Less commonly in models of spatial heterogeneity, nodes may represent larger geographic areas such as counties or states (Maher et al., 2012; Buhnerkempe et al., 2014; Grange et al., 2014) . Thus, a 'contact' is any interaction that could potentially allow for transmission of an infectious agent between a pair of individuals, groups of individuals, or geographic regions. What constitutes a contact will depend on host life history, the parasite or pathogen's life cycle and its mode of transmission. For instance, transmission of Ebola virus in socially living primates may occur through aerosolized particles (Nunn et al., 2008; Rushmore et al., 2013; Ryan, Jones & Dobson, 2013) , while transmission of Devil Facial Tumour Disease (DFTD) in the more solitary Tasmanian devil (Sarcophilus harrisii) depends on aggressive interactions between individuals (Hamede et al., 2009) . Thus biting another Tasmanian devil may serve as an effective contact for DFTD, while simply being within a certain distance of an infected primate may serve as an effective contact for Ebola.
For contact network models describing transmission, pathogens can spread through the network from node to node via connecting edges. Any given node has a certain number of contacts, which is termed as a node's degree. The contact rates assumed by the traditional compartmental model could be considered a special case of network model since a compartmental model is equivalent to a network model where an edge exists between every single node (i.e. a fully connected network, Fig. 1A ) (Craft & Caillaud, 2011) . There are a variety of metrics (e.g. centrality, degree, etc.) that describe an individual's position or influence in the network or that describe the properties of the network as a whole. Such metrics are important because at an individual level, they can predict the risk of infection or exposure, and at a population level they can explain observed variation in epidemic dynamics (Christley et al., 2005; Ames et al., 2011; Godfrey, 2013) . Figure 1 demonstrates how individuals in a population with heterogeneous contact structure will have different degrees and different centralities depending on their position in the network. All nodes in Fig. 1A have equal centrality and equal degree, while nodes with the highest normalized betweenness centrality are shown in red in Fig. 1B , C. In sparser networks, some nodes may be unconnected such that there may be more than one component in the network (Fig. 1C) .
(4) Aims
Social network analysis in wildlife was originally used to address questions in behaviour and behavioural ecology, but social network structure has since gained recognition for its importance in governing a variety of evolutionary and ecological processes including social evolution, co-evolution and population stability (Proulx, Promislow & Phillips, 2005; Kurvers et al., 2014) . In the field of disease ecology, contact networks address questions at the intersection of epidemiology, ecology, and animal behaviour. While such contact network studies are becoming more common in wildlife systems, their methodologies, fundamental assumptions, host species, and parasites vary widely (Table 1) . The objective of this review is to highlight and synthesize the ways that contact networks can further our understanding of parasite transmission in wildlife, while critically analysing the way this tool has been used. This article will: (i) explain why contact heterogeneity matters for wildlife populations; (ii) explore theoretical and applied questions that contact networks have been used to answer; (iii) give an overview of unresolved methodological issues; and, (iv) suggest improvements and future directions for contact network studies in wildlife.
This review is meant to give a comprehensive, but not exhaustive, overview of relevant literature. In Sections IV and V, we identify and discuss seven critical theoretical and applied questions along with four unresolved methodological questions. Table 1 provides a compilation of the empirical network studies cited for those questions. For each study, Table 1 lists the focal host, focal pathogen or disease, method of data collection, and the questions addressed by each study. The numbered topics in the last eleven columns of the table correspond to the questions highlighted in Sections IV and V in order of appearance: theoretical and applied questions (Columns Q1-Q7) and unresolved methodological questions (Columns M1-M4). The grey shading indicates studies of particular relevance to each section. In some columns, there are studies that are highlighted as pertinent, but that are not discussed explicitly in the main text under that particular heading. Even so, this remains a conservative demarcation of studies that address each respective topic, since many studies address more of the questions than are highlighted in the text or indicated in the table. Empirical articles for this review were obtained through a cross referencing of Web of Science and PubMed during September and October 2014. Search terms included: 'Wildlife AND disease AND ''contact network''' and '''social network'' AND disease and animals NOT livestock.' Papers were also obtained by tracing references in sources already obtained through prior searches.
In this review, parasite is defined broadly in the ecological sense to encompass macro-and microparasites (Anderson & May, 1979) . Macroparasites are typically larger organisms (e.g. helminths, flukes, arthropods) that have free-living infectious stages outside the host, while microparasites are generally smaller (e.g. bacteria, viruses, protozoa, prions) and reproduce within the host, usually with correspondingly shorter generation times (Keeling & Rohani, 2008) . In this article microparasites will also be referred to as pathogens. Parasites can be further classified as directly or indirectly transmitted. Directly transmitted infections result from close contact between a susceptible and infectious individual, while indirectly transmitted infections result from second-hand exposure to the infectious agent through the environment. In general, most microparasites are directly transmitted because they cannot survive for a long time outside a host, and most macroparasites are indirectly transmitted because of their free-living infectious stages (Keeling & Rohani, 2008) .
II. WHY DOES CONTACT HETEROGENEITY MATTER FOR WILDLIFE?
Compartmental models have given rise to a ubiquitous parameter in epidemiology that underlies many disease-intervention strategies: R 0 . This parameter, known as the basic reproductive number, represents the number of secondary cases arising from one infectious individual in an entirely susceptible population (Anderson & May, 1991) . If R 0 is greater than 1, then the pathogen has the potential to spread throughout the population, while if R 0 is less than 1, the number of infected cases should subside. Yet, contact heterogeneity or preferential associations can have a substantial impact on the duration, size, and dynamics of epidemics such that R 0 may not be a reliable predictor of disease dynamics (Keeling & Eames, 2005; Meyers, 2007) . This concept has been readily acknowledged in epidemiological studies of humans (Ames et al., 2011) , but has been less studied in wildlife (Craft & Caillaud, 2011) . Arising from the calculation of R 0 in a density-dependent SIR model is the idea that there is a corresponding population threshold below which an epidemic cannot occur (McCallum et al., 2001; Lloyd-Smith et al., 2005a) . Thus, disease control in wildlife often relies on methods like culling that are justified by assumptions that transmission rates increase with host density (Carter et al., 2007) . However, there is often a non-linear relationship between density and parasite prevalence in wildlife, which may result from factors like sociality, territoriality, individual movement, variable reproductive rates, and multi-host reservoirs (Lloyd-Smith et al., 2005a; Viana et al., 2014) .
Consider the pitfalls of assuming random-mixing and density-dependent transmission in the case of the European badger (Meles meles), which is a wildlife reservoir for bovine Table 1 . Empirical studies or studies that used empirical data to study the spread of parasites on wildlife host networks. For inclusion, the host species had to be wildlife, although studies targeting captive wildlife populations were also included. The numbered topics (Columns Q1-Q7) correspond to the theoretical and applied questions highlighted in order of appearance in Section IV. tuberculosis (bTB, Mycobacterium bovis). Badger culling has been implemented for many years as a means of controlling bTB in cattle, but more recent reviews and studies of this practice have found mixed evidence in support of culling (Vicente et al., 2007; White et al., 2008) . In the UK, culling reduced bTB in the immediate area, but increased incidence in neighbouring areas (McDonald et al., 2008) . In fact, large group size (i.e. high density) of badgers appears to be less of a risk factor than the perturbation of badger social systems through culling (Vicente et al., 2007) . While bTB is a complicated multi-host pathogen, the unintended side effects of culling arguably resulted in part from not accounting for the role of contact heterogeneity in disease transmission. Badgers live in territorial, social groups called setts. In a radio-tracking study of an undisturbed badger population, contacts between badgers of the same sett accounted for almost 90% of contacts relative to contacts between individuals of different setts . Culling disrupts setts such that surviving badgers range into new territories, potentially increasing inter-sett contacts and the risk of bTB transmission to new locales (Carter et al., 2007; McDonald et al., 2008; Prentice et al., 2014) . In network terminology, the undisturbed badger populations had a higher modularity than post-culling populations because of their stronger intra-sett associations. Communities with high modularity or greater community structure are more resistant to disease invasions (Salathé & Jones, 2010) . Many factors complicate bTB transmission in the UK, but eradication efforts in badgers highlight the complexities of wildlife ecology, especially for a multi-host pathogen. It also highlights how the assumptions implicit to compartmental models may be inadequate for describing critical complexity in wildlife systems.
III. OVERVIEW OF EMPIRICAL STUDIES
The 39 empirical studies highlighted here investigate a wide variety of hosts and parasites (Table 1 ). The use of contact network methods for describing parasite transmission in wildlife systems is still relatively novel, with the majority of studies published in 2008 or later. Roughly three-quarters of studies targeted mammalian hosts with only five studies targeting reptiles, two targeting fish, and two targeting invertebrates. Most studies targeted directly transmitted parasites; roughly a third of which dealt with bTB in different wildlife systems. Comparatively few papers addressed indirectly transmitted, vector-borne, or trophically transmitted parasites. The majority of studies relied on behavioural observations or capture-mark-recapture methods to establish contact network patterns, but new methods like proximity data loggers and genetic strain comparison of commensal microparasites are gaining traction. The definition of a 'contact' varies widely in terms of required proximity, duration of association, and permitted time-lag for shared or asynchronous space use (Table 1 : Column M1). Replication in the same host-pathogen system is relatively infrequent. Moreover, when the studies are grouped by the types of questions that they answer, there is a marked scarcity of studies for any given question that makes it difficult to generalize findings to other systems. A detailed discussion of those theoretical and applied questions and relevant findings follows in Sections IV and V.
IV. THEORETICAL AND APPLIED QUESTIONS THAT CONTACT NETWORKS HAVE BEEN USED TO ANSWER
(1) Uncovering superspreaders: do wildlife populations exhibit contact heterogeneity?
The impacts of contact heterogeneity on pathogen transmission have been well demonstrated for humans and livestock (Martínez-López et al., 2009; Ames et al., 2011) . However, uncovering contact heterogeneity and determining its effects on epidemic outcomes are still motivating objectives for wildlife studies (Craft & Caillaud, 2011) . If a wildlife population exhibits contact heterogeneity, a corresponding question is: are there superspreaders in the population? Superspreaders are individuals that disproportionately contribute to the spread of pathogens by virtue of a high number of contacts -or a high degree in network terminology (Lloyd-Smith et al., 2005b) . Identification of superspreaders is critical because they can be targeted for surveillance and control measures (Christley et al., 2005) . Monitoring individuals or sub-populations that act as 'hubs' for the population can increase the efficiency of outbreak detection (Eubank et al., 2004) , and targeted treatment of high-risk individuals in endangered wildlife species can enable lower coverage of vaccination than conventional methods .
There have been multiple studies demonstrating that contact heterogeneity exists in wildlife, and that accounting for this heterogeneity while modelling the spread of pathogens is important for making predictions. For instance, deer mice (Peromyscus maniculatus), susceptible to Sin Nombre virus (SNV, Bunyaviridae: Hantavirus), exhibit non-normal distributions of contacts, such that a small proportion of the individuals are responsible for a majority of contacts (Clay et al., 2009) . This supports the concept of superspreaders or the '20/80 rule' where 20 per cent of the individuals account for 80 per cent of transmission (Clay et al., 2009) . Similarly in brushtail possums (Trichosurus vulpecula), contact rate was not proportional to density suggesting frequency-dependent transmission (Ji et al., 2005) , and observed degree distributions were non-normal and best described by a negative binomial fit (Porphyre et al., 2008) . Moreover, observed networks were small world networks that yielded mean estimates for R 0 roughly 1.5 times greater compared to disease simulations on randomly generated networks of comparable size (Porphyre et al., 2008) .
However, superspreaders may not always be present, even if associations are not random. For Tasmanian devils at risk of DFTD, the degree distribution of contacts was neither random nor highly aggregated, and no particular class of individual was more highly connected overall (Hamede et al., 2009) . Nevertheless, including these observed distributions in a contact network model resulted in a lower epidemic threshold, but a higher probability of pathogen extinction, than in an equivalent mean field model (Hamede et al., 2012) .
(2) What factors mediate individual variability in susceptibility and exposure?
Individual variability in contributing to the spread of pathogens is not merely limited to a heightened ability to transmit as a result of a disproportionally high number of contacts; it may also be necessary to account for super-shedders, super-susceptibles or super-recipients, and super-movers (Craft, 2015) . For instance, co-infection with other parasites may make an individual more susceptible to infection or dramatically increase the rate of shedding (Cattadori, Boag & Hudson, 2008; Lass et al., 2013) . In a study that tracked the obligate blood-sucking lice (Lemurpediculus verruculosus) occurring on individual mouse lemurs (Microcebus rufus), both 'superspreader' and 'super-recipient' mouse lemurs existed concurrently in the population. Super-recipients, in this case, were individuals with the highest parasite loads but low lice turnover -that is, they did not disproportionately spread lice to conspecifics like the superspreaders did (Zohdy et al., 2012) . Additionally, mobile individuals that are not central to a network, but that connect otherwise disparate components of a network may function as 'super-movers'. For instance, in a network study of Kenyan ungulates, zebras (Equus burchelli) had the highest cut-point potential and second highest betweenness scores (e.g. betweenness centrality) of all the studied species, suggesting that their high mobility and large home range brought them into contact with other less-wide-ranging species (VanderWaal et al., 2014b) .
Contact networks can parse out the competing effects of variable contact rates and individual variability in susceptibility that can result from differing levels of hormones. For example, a directly transmitted helminth (Heligmosomoides polygyrus) had inexplicably been shown to have a roughly equal prevalence in male and female yellow-necked mice (Apodemus flavicollis) despite demonstrated male-biased transmission (Perkins et al., 2008) . To explore the unexpected equal prevalence in both sexes, the authors used a contact network combined with a susceptible-infectious (SI) model to test the relative roles of contact heterogeneity and sex-biased transmission. The mice exhibited dissassortative mixing where males preferentially mixed with females instead of members of the same sex -but just accounting for empirical contact patterns did not yield an equal parasite prevalence between males and females; the male-biased transmission had to be increased 10-fold over the observed contact networks to yield model predictions of prevalence that matched observed values.
However, testosterone may aid male-biased infection through immunosuppressive effects and behavioural changes that increase exposure. By experimentally manipulating testosterone levels in male white-footed mice (Peromyscus leucopus), Grear et al. (2009) showed that males with higher levels of testosterone induced higher contact rates than untreated males, not only for themselves, but for their entire study plot. Elevated cortisol levels may also make individuals more susceptible to infection (Sapolsky, 2005) . In a group of Japanese macaques (Macaca fuscata yakui), MacIntosh et al. (2012) sought to parse out the effects of socially mediated exposure and individual susceptibility. The authors found that more-dominant females had higher parasite-shedding rates and higher parasite richness. Female centrality, which roughly mirrored the dominance hierarchy, also correlated with infection prevalence. However, cortisol levels did not differ among females of different rank, supporting the idea that social interaction rather than individual susceptibility was most important in predicting infection risk in this population.
Individuals may also mediate their risk of exposure by inherent temperament or behavioural type (Bell, 2007) . Animals can exhibit a range of consistent behaviour roughly correlating to 'bold' and 'shy' temperaments (Natoli et al., 2005) . For instance, in feral domestic cats (Felis catus L.), bold male cats are more likely to contract feline immunodeficiency virus (Natoli et al., 2005) . Similarly, in a study of bTB risk in cattle, the most dominant animals in the herd (i.e. 'bold') were more likely to explore and interact with sedated brushtail possums, which behaved like terminally ill, tuberculosis-infected possums. Roughly 90% of bTB positive cattle were in the top 20% of the dominance hierarchy (Sauter & Morris, 1995) . An analogous pattern was seen in a proximity data-logger study of cattle and badgers, where cattle with the highest intra-herd contact rates also had the highest interspecific contact rates (Böhm et al., 2009) .
(3) How do community structure and group living affect the spread of parasites?
Group living can have significant consequences for epidemic outcomes in wildlife populations. Factors like group size, variance in group size, and individual movement between groups all potentially play a role in epidemic outcomes (Cross et al., 2005; Rifkin, Nunn & Garamszegi, 2012; Caillaud, Craft & Meyers, 2013) . In hierarchical populations that contain sub-grouping within larger social groups, understanding disease persistence may depend more on the transmission of the disease between sub-groups rather than characteristic properties of individual transmission events such as R 0 (Cross et al., 2007) . One characteristic of networks that incorporates the effects of group living is community structure; a population has community structure when group members have more connections between themselves then between members of other groups. In network terminology, a higher modularity (Q ) corresponds to higher density of intra-group connections relative to inter-group connections (Fig. 2) . Standard network measures like degree distributions may not fully capture the properties of networks with higher modularity (Salathé & Jones, 2010) .
According to theory, networks with less clustering or fewer sub-groups are more vulnerable to larger-sized epidemics (Keeling, 1999) . This is consistent for honey bees (Apis mellifera) where colonies with lower clustering and more robust networks had greater pathogen transmission potential (Naug, 2008) . In meerkats (Suricata suricatta), as group size increased, so did the clustering coefficient, suggesting that transmission of bTB might be limited by the predominance of smaller cliques within larger groups (Drewe et al., 2011) . Similarly primates living in larger social groups have networks with higher modularity and a correspondingly lower parasite richness (Griffin & Nunn, 2011) .
In some populations, mobile individuals or nomads can increase the connectivity and potential transmission risk in the network. In Belding's ground squirrels (Spermophilus beldingi), higher transitivity, a measure of clustering, correlated negatively with the prevalence of Cryptosporidium. Moreover, highly mobile juvenile males reduced clustering in the population, which was in turn associated with higher parasite prevalence. By lowering transitivity, these juvenile males functioned as potential superspreaders (VanderWaal et al., 2013) . By contrast, nomads moving between Serengeti lion (Panthera leo) prides increased the overall connectivity of the network, but did not function as critical superspreaders. As territorial animals, Serengeti lions were hypothesized to be less vulnerable to epidemics because of social segregation into prides. However, because of inherent small-world properties of the pride-to-pride network, lions living in prides exhibited a few, key long-range contacts, which made the effects of transient nomads negligible .
Even if group dynamics are more fluid, as occurs in species exhibiting fission-fusion sociality, accounting for community structure can be important. For example, in a study of African buffalo (Syncerus caffer) association data, buffalo exhibited a more dynamic herd structure than previously thought; instead of maintaining highly segregated herds, the population became more uniformly mixed over longer time intervals (Cross et al., 2004) . Association data were highly variable from month to month and year to year. Simulating disease across these networks showed that tighter clustering in one year would have made the population less permeable to disease compared to another year. Overall, even when accounting for a highly dynamic network with monthly 'rewiring' events, transmission potential was much lower than if movement between groups was truly random (Cross et al., 2004) .
(4) Are there feedbacks between network position and infection status?
In an evolutionary context, parasitism is theorized to be a cost of group living; generally, directly and indirectly transmitted parasites increase in prevalence, if not necessarily richness, with larger group size (Rifkin et al., 2012; Patterson & Ruckstuhl, 2013 ). An intriguing question in the realm of behavioural ecology is whether being central in a network leads to higher parasite load or infection risk, and conversely, whether having a high parasite load or being infected alters behaviour such that an individual becomes more central (Godfrey, 2013) .
(a) How does network position affect infection status?
Several studies have investigated this question for indirectly transmitted parasites in reptiles, constructing delayed-transmission networks based on asynchronous den or crevasse use. For gidgee skinks (Egernia stokesii), well-connected lizards were more likely to be tick-infested and be infected with two or more protozoan parasite species (Godfrey et al., 2009) . For the tuatara (Sphenodon punctatus), a solitary lizard species, territory overlap indices were used to construct directed, weighted networks. There was a strong relationship between in-strength or the sum of all edge weights directed at an individual and infection with ticks. For both males and females, connections with males were particularly good predictors of parasite load. Mite loads, by contrast, were better explained by individual-level traits like sex, body size and territory size (Godfrey et al., 2010) . In Australian sleepy lizards (Tiliqua rugosa), highly connected lizards -or lizards that often used their neighbours' refuges -had higher tick loads (Leu et al., 2010) .
For brushtail possums experimentally infected with bTB, animals that naturally contracted bTB from experimentally infected individuals were more likely to be central to the network. Specifically they had higher closeness and flow-betweenness scores relative to individuals that did not become infected naturally (Corner et al., 2003) . By contrast, meerkats more central to the network were not de facto more likely to be infected with bTB. Rather infection status was behaviour dependent with grooming initiators and aggression recipients having the highest risks of infection (Drewe, 2010) .
(b) How does an individual's state of infection affect network position and topology?
The first two phases of transmission depend upon (i) individual behaviour that leads to contact between infectious and susceptible hosts, and (ii) the transmission efficiency of the agent, which depends on the physiological characteristics of the pathogen and host. Thus, the first phase of transmission can be altered by individual changes in behaviour, which may include (i) seeking out or avoiding infectious individuals, (ii) infection-induced changes in behaviour, or (iii) covariation between reduced or heightened individual susceptibility and likelihood of contact with infectious individuals. For an excellent overview of the topic and review of potential mechanisms of covariation between the behavioural and physiological components of transmission, see . While networks are commonly portrayed as a static entity across which pathogens can spread, it has been demonstrated in numerous experimental systems that individual host behaviour changes upon infection. Often, these changes make it easier for the pathogen or parasite to change hosts, especially for trophically transmitted parasites (Berdoy, Webster & Macdonald, 2000; Goodman & Johnson, 2011) ; however, behaviours exhibited during sickness like fever, lethargy, and anorexia could reduce intraspecific contacts by limiting mobility and foraging activity (Adelman, Moyers & Hawley, 2014 ). Yet, there has been very little investigation into how infection-induced changes to individual-level behaviour might scale up to changes in contact frequency at a population level .
Initial experimental findings suggest that accounting for infection-induced changes in behaviour may be very important. Using Trinidadian guppies (Poecilia reticulata) and directly transmitted trematodes (Gyrodactylus spp.), Croft et al. (2011) explored how groups of fish reacted to the introduction of either an infected or uninfected individual. They found that infected guppies associated less with the group than their uninfected counterparts. Moreover, in infected treatments, uninfected individuals were more likely to initiate shoal fission -or split the group -than in uninfected treatments, which may serve as a possible avoidance mechanism.
Even if the exact manifestations that infection may incur on contact frequency are not known, modellers can begin to explore how behavioural changes could affect epidemic dynamics. For instance, when modelling the hypothesized effects of dumb and furious rabies on raccoon (Procyon lotor) contact patterns, both the final outbreak size and speed of rabies spread varied in response to these simulated behavioural changes (Reynolds et al., 2015) .
(5) Are certain populations more vulnerable to disease epidemics?
The field of graph theory has provided numerous theoretical insights on how network structure affects epidemic behaviour (Keeling, 1999; Keeling & Eames, 2005) . However, applying these findings to the realm of conservation to help protect endangered or threatened wildlife populations is relatively novel. In this context, the term 'population' may correspond to a species, sub-species, or any group of individuals within a designated geographic range. This has been done for at-risk or threatened populations such as chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii) and orangutans (Pongo pygmaeus wurmbii) (Carne et al., 2013) , and mammal-eating killer whales (Orcinus orca) (Guimarães et al., 2007) . Even individuals that may be considered relatively asocial, like Tasmanian devils or raccoons, may turn out to be more vulnerable than anticipated because the population is completely or highly well connected (Hamede et al., 2009; Hirsch et al., 2013) . Similarly, populations exhibiting small world networks -consisting of mostly local, but a few long-range contacts -may be particularly vulnerable to epidemics (Porphyre et al., 2008; Craft et al., 2011) .
(6) How important are heterogeneities in interspecific interactions for maintenance or spillover of multi-host pathogens?
The contraindications of badger culling illustrate the challenges of designing interventions for multi-host pathogens like bTB. Contact network studies can help elucidate intra-and interspecific contact patterns, especially when transmission pathways are unclear. In the UK, the prevailing belief was that badgers generally avoided cattle, so most management strategies to date have focused on reducing indirect transmission scenarios, i.e. exposure to bacilli from contaminated pasture or feeding troughs (Garnett, Delahay & Roper, 2002; Garnett, Roper & Delahay, 2003) . However, in a study of interspecific contacts between badgers and cattle in the UK, contacts between badgers and cattle occurred more frequently than intraspecific contacts between badgers of different setts. Although interspecific contacts were still relatively infrequent, direct contacts occurred more often than previously suspected, and these contacts usually occurred with cattle that were very central to their intraspecific networks. This suggests that direct interspecific interactions between badgers and cattle could be more important than inter-sett badger contacts in spreading bTB (Böhm et al., 2009) . One of the limitations of contact network studies is the challenge associated with determining the directionality of transmission (i.e. badger to cattle versus cattle to badger), but there is now genetic evidence supporting interspecies transmission in this system. A whole-genome study of M. bovis in sympatric badger and cattle populations found evidence that suggested that M. bovis had likely persisted in the region for several years, despite cattle herds testing bTB negative, and that recent transmission events between the two species were probable (Biek et al., 2012) . Accounting for both direct and indirect transmission scenarios between badgers and cattle will be an important consideration for future management strategies (Böhm et al., 2009) .
Contact networks can also be used to explore disease dynamics and persistence for potential wildlife reservoirs or spillover events into wildlife populations. A reservoir is a population, or group of connected populations, capable of maintaining an infection indefinitely and, further, is capable of transmitting the infection to a 'target species' for which elimination or control of the disease is the desired outcome (Haydon et al., 2002; Viana et al., 2014) . The transmission of a pathogen from a reservoir to a target species constitutes a spillover event (Power & Mitchell, 2004) . Detailed contact network information was used to explore retroactively the dynamics of the 1994 canine distemper virus (CDV) outbreak in Serengeti lions. The question of interest was whether the Serengeti lion population would have been able to self-sustain the epidemic or whether the outbreak involved repeated spillover from sympatric hosts like hyenas (Crocuta crocuta) or jackals (Canis adustus, C. aureus, and C. mesomelas) . In this case, the lions were found to be a 'non-percolating' population incapable of acting as a maintenance host for CDV, thus requiring multiple spillover events from other hosts to give rise to the observed epidemic (Craft et al., 2009) . Therefore eliminating CDV from the system will require interventions directed at other hosts rather than just lions.
Just as it is possible to identify a superspreader within a population, for multi-host pathogens, it is also possible to ask whether a particular species is functioning as a superspreader relative to the community. In a study of wild and domestic ungulate species in Kenya, association data was combined with E. coli genetic strain information to infer a transmission network. Based on this information, Grant's gazelle (Gazella granti) were found to be most central to the network, while zebra were most likely to act as bottlenecks or conduits between two otherwise unconnected sub-groups (VanderWaal et al., 2014b) . While many studies try to find superspreaders based on observed contact patterns, an equally important but neglected question is whether there are any 'trait-based' characteristics that are predictive of an individual being a superspreader. This is particularly important in wildlife populations where elucidating a contact network can be time consuming and costly. So far only a few studies have investigated this question, yielding mixed results. As previously mentioned in the case of Tasmanian devils, no particular class of individual was more highly connected overall, making targeted interventions against DFTD of limited utility (Hamede et al., 2009) . Otterstatter & Thomson (2007) explored how different social and labour roles in bumble bee (Bombus impatiens) colonies correlate with infection status, and found that an individual's unique position in the network was the best predictor of infection risk. Centrality was a poor predictor because infection depended specifically on the contact rate with other infected hive mates rather than just having a high contact frequency overall. In this way, their results mirror findings in human sexually transmitted disease network studies (Friedman et al., 1997; Neaigus et al., 2001; Wylie & Jolly, 2001; Liljeros, Edling & Amaral, 2003) .
However, some studies have found that age, morphological traits, or position within the social hierarchy can indicate high-risk individuals. In honeybees, age of the individual dictates spatial organization of the colony. This means that older, foraging bees are most likely to be the first infected and thus introduce the pathogen into the colony (Naug, 2008) . For deer mice, body mass rather than sex or breeding condition was the best predictor of well-connected individuals (Clay et al., 2009) . Wild chimpanzees with large families and highly ranked males were more likely to be more connected within networks (Rushmore et al., 2013) , and targeting these classes of individuals with simulated vaccine interventions was found to be more effective than random vaccination (Rushmore et al., 2014) . The evidence of trait-based characteristics and the corresponding, theoretical support for trait-based interventions could allow for more cost-efficient and targeted management strategies even when the entire contact structure of a population is not known. While initial findings have been mixed, this is perhaps one way that scientists and managers can generalize the results of contact network studies that otherwise originate from specific host-pathogen systems.
V. UNRESOLVED METHODOLOGICAL QUESTIONS (1) Not all contacts are created equal: what is a 'contact'?
How researchers collect data for contact network models and the assumptions they make while doing so have implications for the resultant network and the predictions that can safely be made from it. Transmission consists of three stages: (i) the susceptible and infectious individual coming into contact, (ii) the transfer of the pathogen from infectious to susceptible individual, and (iii) the development of infection from that transfer. It is important to recognize that contact networks only give insight into the first step (Hamede et al., 2009) . The type of contact needed for a possible transmission event varies with the targeted species and pathogen, and in many cases, what truly constitutes a 'contact' may still be unknown.
The variability in contact definition has been recognized as a challenge for modelling pathogen spread in humans. For example, a network representing possible transmission of a sexually transmitted disease like syphilis might contain only a subset of the edges for a network representing an airborne disease like measles (Keeling & Eames, 2005) . Assumptions about what constitutes a 'contact' in wildlife vary widely across systems and may be limited by the method of data collection. For example, 'contact' has been defined as: being in the same herd (Cross et al., 2004) ; being caught in the same trap on the same day (VanderWaal et al., 2013) ; two individuals found within a certain distance according to proximity data (Böhm et al., 2009) ; kernel density estimates based on trap location (Porphyre et al., 2008) ; shared but asynchronous refuge use (Godfrey et al., 2009) ; and even asynchronous territory overlap for a solitary species (Godfrey et al., 2010) (Table 1 : Column M1). Different transmission modes may be captured by different measures of contact. For instance, contacts for faecal-oral parasites may be accurately captured through shared space use, while directly transmitted parasites may require more restrictive definitions of spatial and temporal proximity.
Consequently, the type or length of contact may be important in determining transmission. For example: does the interaction have to be solely aggressive as is suspected for DFTD and rabies or can it be mere proximity? Network topology and density can change dramatically when different time requirements are used to limit the definition of a contact. In monthly contact networks for raccoons, increasing the amount of time required to constitute a contact decreased social connectivity measures (Hirsch et al., 2013) . Similarly, for deer mice and Sin Nombre virus, contact frequency alone was not a predictor of infection status until combined with contact duration (Clay et al., 2009) . Such challenges in defining a contact can even be seen in the same host for different pathogens. For instance, den sharing has been shown to be critical for bTB transmission in brushtail possums (Corner et al., 2003) , but is of secondary importance compared to brief nocturnal interactions for transmission of commensal E. coli (Blyton et al., 2014) .
The epidemiological characteristics of the parasite of interest should also be considered when defining a contact. Such factors include the length of incubation or latency and infectious periods and, in the case of indirectly transmitted parasites, the persistence of the parasite off the host. Naug & Smith (2007) experimentally manipulated the infectious period for a gut-pathogen proxy in honey bees and compared the resultant networks derived from food transfer interactions. Since only food that remains in a bee's crop can be transferred to other bees, they created long and short 'infectious periods' by manipulating the bees' rate of digestion: higher concentrations of sucrose resulted in a slower rate of crop emptying such that the gut-pathogen proxy remained available for mouth-to-mouth transfer for longer. And vice versa, lower concentrations of sucrose created the shorter infectious period treatment. Not surprisingly, the network derived from the longer infectious period treatment had higher prevalence, but lower intensity of 'infection' (Naug & Smith, 2007) , as well as a higher mean degree and greater flow than the network for the shorter 'infectious period' (Naug, 2008) . Although no actual pathogen was present, this experiment hints at the importance of accounting for relevant exposure and infectious periods during data collection. Ultimately, several factors should be taken into account when defining a contact: the type and length of contact needed for a transmission event, the data-collection method available for a given species, and the epidemiological characteristics of the parasite of interest.
(2) How does the method of data collection affect the perceived network?
As suggested by the number of definitions for a 'contact', there is no standard method of data collection for association data. The contact structure of a population can be collected through capture-mark-recapture, behavioural observations, powder marking, and various forms of remote monitoring such as telemetry, proximity loggers, or cameras [see Craft & Caillaud (2011) for a summary of methods and Krause et al. (2013) for a review of biologging and telemetry techniques]. In the same way that different definitions of a contact will result in networks with different properties, different methods of data collection will also provide different portrayals of association data. Comparing the perceived networks obtained from different data-collection methods and different definitions of a contact may help to determine what type of contact is important (VanderWaal et al., 2014a) .
In a comparison of methods to quantify contact networks using radio telemetry and capture-mark-recapture data, Perkins et al. (2009) found that both methods of data collection produced similar contact distributions for a population of yellow-necked mice. However, while betweenness was similar, other network metrics like closeness and connectance were statistically different. This difference may have arisen as a result of changing rodent density, since capture-mark-recapture data were more informative at higher densities and radio-telemetry networks provided better resolution at low population densities . Similarly, in a methods comparison study with three modes of data collection, cameras and global positioning system (GPS) units documented fewer contacts relative to proximity loggers in white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) (Lavelle et al., 2014) . Other studies indicate that capture-mark-recapture methods may underestimate potential contacts. In mouse lemurs, contact networks were derived from both capture-mark-recapture of lemurs and individual tagging of an obligate lice species. The turnover of lice on lemurs was consistent with more numerous and less-spatially limited contacts than indicated by recapture data alone (Zohdy et al., 2012) . Although contact networks have been traditionally employed for directly transmitted parasites, an active area of interest in the realm of behavioural and disease ecology is exploring the ability of contact networks to predict indirectly transmitted parasites from asynchronous space use (Godfrey, 2013) . This is commonly done with 'delayed-transmission' networks, where individuals using the same space within a designated interval of time (but not necessarily at the same time) are considered to have an edge between them in the network. This edge may be weighted based on the frequency of the space-sharing or the distance between individuals, giving rise to a weighted network.
The effectiveness of using networks to predict indirectly transmitted parasite loads seems to be parasite and host dependent. For the Australian sleepy lizard and its ectoparasitic tick, transmission networks derived from asynchronous den use accurately predicted that highly connected lizards had higher tick loads (Leu et al., 2010) . Similarly, when documenting the infection of Pygmy bluetongue lizards (Tiliqua adelaidensis) with ticks and nematodes, lizards infected with ticks were more connected in the network, but lizards infected with nematodes did not differ in their connectivity when compared with uninfected individuals (Fenner et al., 2011) . In the solitary tuatara, there was a strong relationship between in-strength and infection with ticks and tick-borne protozoans, but mite loads were better explained by personal traits like sex, body size or territory size (Godfrey et al., 2010) . Ultimately, however, the empirical results supporting indirect pathogen/parasite transmission are largely correlative because it is very difficult to separate the contributions of spatial heterogeneity and contact frequency (Bull et al., 2012) .
A new direction that some studies have taken is simultaneously to track the social network and the strains of a commensal proxy like E. coli or Salmonella species; this provides greater resolution than simply treating a parasite or pathogen as a uniform entity. In the Australian sleepy lizard, individuals sharing the same genotype of Salmonella enterica were more likely to be connected in the social network; by contrast, spatial proximity was not a predictor of a shared genotypes (Bull et al., 2012) . Similarly for giraffes (Giraffa camelopardalis), an individual's position in the social network, but not spatial network, correlated to its position in a transmission network even for E. coli, which transmits via indirect faecal-oral routes (VanderWaal et al., 2014a) .
While the body of work supporting the use of contact networks as transmission routes for indirectly transmitted pathogens is growing, researchers should be vigilant in defining the network in a suitable way that matches host life history and pathogen life cycle. For example, for helminths (e.g. Capillaria tamiasstriati and Citellinema bifurcatum) in chipmunks (Tamias striatus), transmission of faecal-orally transmitted species only correlated with contact networks that allowed for a time delay that corresponded to the parasites' off-host development stage. Social contact networks that represented synchronous space use were not representative of transmission. Moreover, transmission of trophically transmitted species (i.e. those with mobile intermediate hosts) did not correlate with either delayed-transmission or social contact networks .
(4) Dynamic networks and rewiring: how do temporal changes in networks affect epidemic outcomes?
Dynamic networks are networks that allow for changes in contact structure over time. These changes are called rewiring events. Blonder et al. (2012) warn against the consequences of treating a network as if its topology is fixed, when it is in fact changing. But for most pathogens especially in wildlife populations, it is not always clear how important it is to account for these dynamic interactions (Pellis et al., 2015) . While dynamic network studies in wildlife are not usually employed (but see Cross et al., 2004; Hamede et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2014) , theoretical work suggests that using static networks in lieu of dynamic networks can greatly alter epidemic outcomes (Fefferman & Ng, 2007) . For example, accounting for temporal changes in livestock contact networks has significant ramifications for epidemic behaviour, especially for diseases with lower reproductive numbers (i.e. R 0 < 2) (Chen et al., 2014) . Another important consideration is that the pathogen itself may contribute to rewiring of the network . Accounting for this rewiring may be more important for some host-pathogen systems than others. For instance, a highly virulent pathogen that causes high mortality will eliminate nodes in the network, and a highly mutable pathogen may re-infect recovered nodes.
In general, wildlife networks appear to be very dynamic in nature, and thus may have important implications for predicting disease dynamics (Craft & Caillaud, 2011) . Observed meerkat monthly grooming and aggression networks were stable through time (Drewe et al., 2011) , but wild chimpanzee networks were highly dynamic over time (Rushmore et al., 2013) as were inter-and intraspecific contact patterns for badgers and cattle (Böhm et al., 2009) . Other species exhibit different patterns of association between breeding and non-breeding seasons including Tasmanian devils, possums, and mouse lemurs (Ji et al., 2005; Hamede et al., 2009; Zohdy et al., 2012; Rushmore et al., 2013) . This means that accounting for seasonal variations in networks may be sufficient for certain species and, in some cases, knowing more about the dynamicity of networks could inform decisions for timing of interventions like oral bait vaccine administration for rabies prevention in raccoons (Reynolds et al., 2015) .
VI. DISCUSSION
(1) Using, developing, and comparing contact networks with discernment While this review has emphasized cases where contact heterogeneity has been found to explain infection patterns in wildlife, it may be impractical and unfeasible to account for contact heterogeneity in all cases. Before undertaking a contact network study in wildlife, researchers should consider whether accounting for non-random mixing would substantially change predictions or potential interventions. Returning to Levins' modelling trade-offs, researchers must evaluate the costs of realism (Levins, 1966) . It is the exception, rather than the rule, that targeted interventions are realistic options in wildlife Vial et al., 2006) . For this reason, future studies should seek out trait-based characteristics that can enable network interventions even if the whole network structure is not known (Salathé & Jones, 2010; Pellis et al., 2015) . Based on work that has been done so far, it seems that directly transmitted pathogens in systems with high spatial organization or clear social hierarchy would be most likely to exhibit trait-based characteristics, i.e. social insects (Naug, 2008) or primates (Rushmore et al., 2013 (Rushmore et al., , 2014 . Uncovering populations where trait-based methods can be used effectively is essential since data collection for networks can be both costly and time intensive, and since projecting results for an entire population from a subsample is often necessary (e.g. Craft et al., 2009; Reynolds et al., 2015) .
If researchers opt for association data, it is very important that they define contacts and collect data at intervals that are relevant to the epidemiology of the pathogen of interest (Cross et al., 2004; Keeling & Eames, 2005; Grear et al., 2013) . Data collection should take into account host life history and the relevant infectious and exposure periods for pathogens in order for the contact network to be meaningful. For instance, when evaluating a population's vulnerability to epidemics, combining months and years of data into a single contact network can suggest an extremely interconnected population, when in fact, the infectious period is much shorter in duration than the time between when individuals come into contact (Cross et al., 2005) . This is especially true for very solitary species or sparse populations where contacts are infrequent.
Finally, researchers should be wary of comparing systems that do not lend themselves to comparison. As evidenced in this review, empirical studies of networks in wildlife detail a huge range of hosts, pathogens, 'contact' definitions, and data-collection methods. Comparing results from studies on tick transmission in lizards and tuberculosis in meerkats without acknowledging the different biological and methodological processes at hand may lead to spurious conclusions.
(2) Current dilemmas: separating correlation from causation In many aspects of network studies, it is challenging to separate correlation from causation. For example, is a social network truly reflective of transmission patterns or would transmission be explained better by spatial heterogeneities that lead to preferential host clumping or parasite survival? For the majority of papers exploring parasite load as a function of sociality, contact occurs when different individuals share the same space even if that use is asynchronous, but empirical evidence supporting indirect parasite transmission through social networks is lacking (Bull et al., 2012) .
The goal for understanding the dynamics of indirectly transmitted parasites or faecal-oral pathogens should be to separate the effects of shared space use and contact frequency. It is worth considering that some pathogens, which are generally thought to be directly transmitted, can persist for a long time in the environment. For instance, a large proportion of wildlife network studies involve bTB (e.g. Porphyre et al., 2008; Böhm et al., 2009; Drewe, 2010) , which can certainly be transmitted directly, but also can persist for almost 3 months in soil depending on conditions (Fine et al., 2011) . Similarly, certain prion diseases like chronic wasting disease (CWD) have been shown to remain infectious in soil for an undetermined period (Johnson et al., 2006) , but modelling attempts and interventions have focused on density effects and direct contacts between hosts (Almberg et al., 2011) . Questions of environmental persistence are also important for commensal proxies like E. coli; not all studies have identified a relationship between social contact and strain similarity (Chiyo et al., 2014) . Lastly, it is unclear how much turnover or variability occurs for commensal bacteria within individuals, although by some estimations this turnover may be extremely high (Blyton et al., 2013) . Such microbial community turnover is an important consideration for contact network studies because only bacterial strains with relatively high individual turnover are likely to reflect recent contact patterns (Blyton et al., 2014) . If turnover rates are low relative to contact rates, resolution of contact patterns may be lost, and thus, turnover rates may also be important to consider when determining sampling frequency.
Network studies that track proxy pathogens or commensal species offer the opportunity to separate out the roles of shared space and contact frequency because they glean information from both the genetics of the pathogen and the contacts of the host (Bull et al., 2012; Blyton et al., 2014; VanderWaal et al., 2014a,b) . However, the intersection of how individual behaviour and overall network topology change in response to infection is not well studied (Croft et al., 2011; . With these potential limitations, it is important to recognize that contact networks identified for a commensal species may be vastly different than those for a pathogenic species (VanderWaal et al., 2014b) .
Consequently, another priority should be to explore the reciprocal relationship of how pathogens spread on a network and conversely, how a social network changes in response to disease. Modelling studies in humans have begun to incorporate the effects of behavioural changes in response to disease, including: adherence to vaccination programs, fear-induced contact reduction, hygiene improvement, or changes in mobility or travel (Epstein et al., 2008; Coelho & Codeço, 2009; Funk, Salathé & Jansen, 2010; Meloni et al., 2011; Funk et al., 2015) . For wildlife studies, this may require dynamic network methods and experimentation that involves introducing parasitized individuals to healthy, established groups. Studies where infection status is monitored while observing contact network structure in wildlife are relatively rare (e.g. Corner et al., 2003; Croft et al., 2011) . Disease ecologists should seek out and test systems that are amenable and ethical for observing the spread of fast-spreading, directly transmitted pathogens; social insects might provide better opportunities for this (Naug & Smith, 2007; Otterstatter & Thomson, 2007; Naug, 2008; Konrad et al., 2012; Charbonneau, Blonder & Dornhaus, 2013) . These tractable systems would enable the continuous monitoring of an entire population, a feat that is challenging at best in larger, more mobile species. Such investigations will help to elucidate another causation-correlation dilemma: is infection a result of network position or does being infected alter host behaviour and thus a host's contacts?
A final goal should be to investigate further the relative importance of population heterogeneity (i.e. contact frequency) and intrinsic individual heterogeneity as manifested in host susceptibility or immune response. Networks can be used to elucidate population contact patterns and then test different transmission biases in order to match actual population prevalence. This has only been done in a handful of wildlife systems so far (Perkins et al., 2008; Grear et al., 2009; MacIntosh et al., 2012) . Collaboration between the fields of disease ecology and ecological immunology offers new opportunities for answering these questions (Hawley & Altizer, 2011) , and the increasing capabilities of remote biomonitoring hold great promise with smaller devices that will enable the collection of both contact data and individual physiological responses to disease (Adelman et al., 2014) .
(3) Future directions
When used judiciously, contact networks are a valuable extension to traditional disease modelling approaches. Contact networks can offer insights to questions of parasite transmission across a broad range of fields and applications. Cross-disciplinary efforts are already leading to novel approaches and questions from ecologists, epidemiologists, veterinarians, geneticists, and conservation scientists. Behavioural ecologists have expanded contact network use into the realm of indirectly transmitted parasites. The convergence of disease ecology with genetics (Archie, Luikart & Ezenwa, 2009 ) and ecological immunology (Hawley & Altizer, 2011) has offered some of the most promising inroads towards a better understanding of actual transmission patterns and individual susceptibility.
A novel technique that holds great promise for inferring transmission is the simultaneous tracing of parasites and contact data. This has been done selectively for individual macroparasites (Zohdy et al., 2012) and commensal strains of bacteria like E. coli and Salmonella spp. (Bull et al., 2012; Blyton et al., 2014; VanderWaal et al., 2014a) . In fact, with higher through-put metagenomic sequencing methods, it may soon be feasible to trace genetic strain information across a contact network, not just for a single pathogen of interest, but for a microbial community from any given individual (Archie & Theis, 2011; Thomas, Gilbert & Meyer, 2012; Kao et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2015) . One study demonstrated that adjacent chimpanzee community members exhibited different microbiota profiles, and that community members that had immigrated long ago still retained traces of their former community's microbiota profile (Degnan et al., 2012) . At present, there is still a poor understanding of how environment and genetics interact to create an individual's microbiome (Benson et al., 2010) , but eventually metagenomic sequencing methods could provide another tool for eliminating confounding factors like shared space, diet, or individual microbial turnover.
Technological advances also mean that real-time tracking of contact patterns will continue to become more accessible to a greater number of scientists. Biologging technologies are becoming smaller, longer lasting, further-ranging and more affordable (Krause et al., 2013) . Scientists may be able to deploy more devices per study and potentially track smaller species that currently have device weight limitations. Additionally, more studies are beginning to parse out how data-collection method affects empirical results (e.g. Perkins et al., 2009; Lavelle et al., 2014) . Relatively novel biomonitoring devices will offer the chance to collect simultaneous contact and physiological data to parse out questions of individual susceptibility versus variability in contact rate (Adelman et al., 2014) .
With such advances, contact network studies that implement direct, experimental manipulations of natural systems should also become more feasible. Given the confounding factors inherent to any natural system, it is not surprising that wildlife network studies that use direct experimental manipulation are still rare and typically employ captive wildlife populations (Corner et al., 2003; Croft et al., 2011 ) -Grear et al. (2009 is a notable exception. In other areas of ecology, studies that have experimentally manipulated wildlife populations to study disease hint at ways in which experimental methods could be employed to deconstruct unresolved issues in contact network studies. For instance, administration of anthelmintics to rodent populations might provide an opportunity to study how social networks change in the presence or absence of parasites (Knowles et al., 2013; Pedersen & Antonovics, 2013) .
Ultimately the strengths of a contact network approach are also its weaknesses. Realism and precision can limit the applicability of contact data to general contexts. How can scientists extrapolate from these often limited and system-specific data sets and begin to inject realism into more general models? Approaches common in human studies like exponential random graph models (ERGMs) have seen little use so far in wildlife studies, but would enable researchers to begin inferring disease dynamics for a larger population from a subset of individuals (e.g. Reynolds et al., 2015) . Since network studies are often limited in the number of individuals that they can follow, new statistical approaches are being developed to tackle the challenges of boundary effects and sampling bias (Cross et al., 2012) . Finally, Bayesian techniques of statistical inference may enable more generalized conclusions about the overall properties of networks or transmission behaviour from specific data sets (Groendyke, Welch & Hunter, 2011; Welch, Bansal & Hunter, 2011; Lindström et al., 2013) . Collectively, these technological and statistical improvements will make contact network studies feasible for more investigators and for new host-pathogen systems, and ideally, lead to the identification of broad-scale patterns that hold true across systems.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
(1) The articles highlighted here address a wide variety of hosts and parasites (Table 1) , but replication of results in the same system is infrequent. We identified 11 overarching theoretical, applied, and methodological questions that these studies collectively address; despite an increase in contact network wildlife studies in recent years, there are still only a few studies that address each transmission-related question, which leaves a lot of investigative space for future studies to explore. Most studies targeted directly transmitted parasites; a majority of that subset dealt with bTB in different wildlife systems. Comparatively few papers targeted indirectly transmitted, vector-borne, or trophically transmitted parasites. The majority of studies relied on behavioural observations or capture-mark-recapture methods to establish contact network patterns, but new methods like proximity loggers and strain sharing of commensal bacteria are becoming more popular.
(2) Several areas stand out as priorities for future contact network research: (i) distinguish the effects of shared space use and contact frequency, especially for indirectly transmitted parasites; (ii) explore the reciprocal relationship of how pathogens spread on a network, and conversely, how a social network changes in response to disease; (iii) investigate the relative roles of contact heterogeneity and individual host variability in susceptibility or immune response on parasite transmission; and (iv) prioritize the identification of 'trait-based' features that will make network results more applicable to other systems and allow for targeted interventions and treatment, even in populations where contact patterns are unknown.
(3) Researchers should be vigilant in defining contacts, choosing a data-collection method, and collecting data at suitable frequencies in order to best match host life history and parasite life cycle. Definitions of a contact are highly variable in the articles reviewed here (Table 1 : Column M1). Researchers should critically examine several factors when defining a contact: the type and length of contact needed for a transmission event, the data-collection method available for a given species, and the epidemiological characteristics of the parasite of interest. More empirical and modelling work is needed to clarify how perceived contact networks differ as a result of different data-collection methods. Based on the predominance of seasonal contact patterns in many wildlife species, researchers should allow for dynamic rewiring in their network models or present strong evidence for exemption.
(4) All scientists must contend with the tension between realism and generality when modelling. Contact networks give detailed, precise information for a small sample of a particular host and pathogen during a short time period, often making generalizations and comparisons across systems challenging. Additionally, collecting empirical data for contact network studies in wildlife is time and resource intensive, so researchers must evaluate the tractability of their system to data collection. New technological advances in the form of biomonitoring and more portable tracking devices will make contact data collection more accessible to new investigators and for new systems, while new statistical approaches including ERGMs and Bayesian inference will make it easier to extrapolate and generalize from future and existing studies. Ideally, such advances will aid in the identification of broad-scale patterns that exist across host-pathogen systems.
